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Forward-looking statements and information
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– This presentation contains certain forward-

looking statements and information that are based on

Pembina's expectations, estimates, projections and

assumptions in light of its experience and its

perception of historical trends as well as current

market conditions and perceived business

opportunities. In some cases, forward-looking

information can be identified by terminology such as

"expects", "will", "would", "anticipates", "plans",

"estimates", "develop", "intends", "potential",

"continue", "could", "create", "keep", and similar

expressions suggesting future events or future

performance.

– In particular, this presentation contains forward-

looking statements, pertaining to, without limitation:

capital expenditures, anticipated capacity and in-

service dates for growth projects.

– Undue reliance should not be placed on these

forward-looking statements and information as they

are based on assumptions made by Pembina as of

the date hereof regarding, among other things, the

integration of the assets and entities acquired through

the acquisition of Veresen Inc. (the "Transaction"),

that favourable growth parameters continue to exist in

respect of current and future growth projects

(including the ability to finance such projects on

favorable terms), future levels of oil and natural gas

development, potential revenue and cash flow

enhancement; future cash flows, the availability and

sources of capital, operating costs, ongoing utilization

and future expansion for the combined company, the

ability to reach required commercial agreements, and

the ability to obtain required regulatory approvals.

– While Pembina believes the expectations and

assumptions reflected in these forward-looking

statements are reasonable as of the date hereof,

there can be no assurance that they will prove to be

correct. Forward-looking statements are subject to

known and unknown risks and uncertainties which

may cause actual performance and financial results to

differ materially from the results expressed or implied,

including but not limited to: the failure to realize the

anticipated benefits or synergies of the Transaction

following closing due to integration issues or

otherwise and expectations and assumptions

concerning, among other things: customer demand

for the combined company's services, commodity

prices and interest and foreign exchange rates,

planned synergies, capital efficiencies and cost-

savings, applicable tax laws, future production rates,

the sufficiency of budgeted capital expenditures in

carrying out planned activities, the impact of

competitive entities and pricing; reliance on key

industry partners, alliances and agreements; the

strength and operations of the oil and natural gas

industry and related commodity prices; the regulatory

environment and the ability to obtain regulatory

approvals; fluctuations in operating results; the

availability and cost of labour and other materials; the

ability to finance projects on advantageous terms; and

tax laws and tax treatment.

– Additional information on these factors as well as

other risks that could impact Pembina's operational

and financial results are contained in Pembina's

Annual Information Form and Management's

Discussion and Analysis for the year ended

December 31, 2019, and described in our public

filings available in Canada at www.sedar.com and in

the United States at www.sec.gov. Readers are

cautioned that this list of risk factors should not be

construed as exhaustive.

– The forward-looking statements contained in this

document speak only as of the date of this document.

Except as expressly required by applicable securities

laws, Pembina and its subsidiaries assume no

obligation to update forward-looking statements and

information should circumstances or management's

expectations, estimates, projections or assumptions

change. The forward-looking statements contained in

this document are expressly qualified by this

cautionary statement.
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Cochin Pipeline System

Edmonton Terminals

Kinder Morgan Canada and Cochin Pipeline Acquisition
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Acquisition of KML and Cochin represents a low-risk, high quality extension and enhancement of Pembina’s value chain

See “Forward-looking statements and information” and "Non-GAAP measures“.

$4.35 B
Total value 

2 
New asset systems integrated 

in Pembina’s Alberta Heartland 

operations  

Dec 2019
Closing Date



Pembina’s Regional Operations
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Pembina’s regional facilities and pipelines are well-connected

Pembina Heartland and Sherwood Park 

operations directly integrated with Kinder 

Morgan Canada and the Cochin Pipeline.



Edmonton Terminals
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Leading storage and terminalling provider in the largest storage hub in Western Canada

Edmonton Terminals are an integrated crude oil 

terminalling infrastructure platform which includes:

• Three merchant crude oil storage tank 

terminals with over 10 million barrels (net) of 

storage capacity.

• Two Crude-by-Rail facilities with ~120,000 (net) 

bbl/d of throughput capacity.

• ~10x increase in Pembina’s above-ground 

storage capacity
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COCHIN MAX 

BASS TERMINAL

KANKAKEE

WINDSOR

COCHIN 

KANKAKEE 
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(1 MMBL STORAGE)

EDMONTON 
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FROM THIRD 

PARTY PIPELINES

RIGA

Cochin Pipeline System

One of two cross-border 

condensate pipelines that import 

into Canada from the U.S



Prince Rupert LPG Export Terminal Update and Expansion
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LPG exports extend Pembina’s value chain and improve producer economics

See "Forward-looking statements and information.“

(1) Subject to regulatory and environmental approvals. 

Aerial view of Pembina’s Prince Rupert LPG Export Terminal Construction

Jan 6, 2019 

Redwater Railyard

Site Details:

• On private land owned by the City of Prince Rupert

• Features sheltered berth, existing dock infrastructure 

and well-established rail connections between Redwater, 

AB and Watson Island, BC

• Offers efficient shipping routes to the Americas and Asia

Prince Rupert LPG Export Terminal 

• Permitted capacity of ~25,000 bpd

• Anticipated in-service date: Currently under 

construction with in-service date second half of 2020

Expansion:

• Increases terminal  capacity to ~40,000 bpd

• Expected cost: ~$175 million

• Anticipated in-service date: first half of 2023(1)

Alberta Industrial Heartland Impact:

LPG supply for the terminal will primarily be sourced from 

Pembina's Redwater fractionation complex. 



Benefits to the Heartland 
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Our goal is to have a net positive impact on communities where we operate 

Building a Dynamic Team

• To support our operations in the Heartland and Sherwood Park regions we have over 

600 local employees

Supporting our Communities 

• In 2019 we invested $803,750 into community initiatives in our Sherwood Park and 

Heartland operational regions 

Encouraging the Spirit of Volunteerism 

• In 2019 our Heartland and Sherwood Park employees volunteered over 685 hours 

helping people in need, worthwhile causes, and the community.  

Growing the Alberta Economy 

• Pembina is focused on creating opportunities for WCS Basin commodities to reach 

global markets, securing higher netbacks and economic development in Alberta.



PDH/PP Project Overview



Stronger than the sum of its parts
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50% 50%

• Alberta-specific operating and 
project execution experience

• Feedstock connectivity and 
producer relationships

• Pembina is responsible for 
aggregating 100% of CKPC 
propane feedstock

• PDH & PP experience, along with 
global marketing channels

• PIC will market 100% of PP

• Alberta experience through 42.5% 
investment in MEGlobal

• Affiliated with Kuwait Foreign 
Petroleum Exploration Company

Complementary owner experience  Western Canadian propane and global PP marketing experience 



What are we building?
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Pembina’s 

RFS I, II & III 

Frac

Third-party

Frac

Third-party

Frac

Propane
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Heartland 

Propane 

Gathering 

System
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Canada

United States
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• CKPC is proceeding with construction of a world-scale integrated propane dehydrogenation ("PDH") and PP complex 

̶ Located in Sturgeon County, Alberta on an existing industrial site 

• ~550,000 metric tonnes propylene and polypropylene production capacity 

• ~23,000 barrels per day of propane consumed from Fort Saskatchewan, fractionation facilities



An ideal location
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RFS II / III

RFS I / ROF 

Rail & Storage

CKPC
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Current Status

Site grading began 

July 2019

EPC contract for 

PDH awarded

Highway intersection 

upgrades underway. 

Completed by 

Spring 2020.

Contractors selection for:

• PP EPC contracts & administration buildings

• CUB construction contractor

• Site services contractor

• Rail yard EPC contract



Engineering and Construction Update

• CKPC completed front end engineering and design (FEED) in 2018

• Clearing and grading works began Q2 2019

• Awarded EPC Contract for the Engineering Procurement                                                   

and Construction of the PDH Unit – January 2020.

• The project will provide approximately:

• 200 positions to operate the facility and manage CKPC 

• a peak at around 3,000 skilled workers on site

• additional indirect and induced economic benefits

6



Broad-based local, Provincial & Federal support
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Alberta Energy launched the Petrochemicals 

Diversification Program in February 2016

$300 Million
in royalty credits awarded

Federal Government supporting the 

project with $49 million grant through 

the Strategic Innovation Fund 

$49 Million
Strategic Innovation Fund grant

CKPC and Sturgeon County executed 

Municipal Improvement Agreement in 

October 2017 

Municipal 

Improvements



Significant social benefit commitments
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$1.25 MM
Gender and Diversity

$20 MM
Research and Development

$7 MM
Recycling and Plastic 

Waste Reduction

5

Alexander First Nation conducted a site prayer 

and blessing to kick off the site work27
Indigenous Groups Consulted 

& Engagement is Ongoing



Contact us

General Inquiries

inquiries@ckpcpolymers.com

Careers

careers@ckpcpolymers.com

Vendors and Contractors

Esmeralda.lemonson@pembinapic.com

ckpcpolymers.com

If you have questions, comments or would like 

additional information, please contact us at:


